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ABSTRACT With a notable advantage in terms of specific capacity (1166 mAh g–1), lithium 

disulfide (Li2S) has been considered a promising cathode material for high-energy-density 

lithium–sulfur (Li–S) batteries. In contrast to pure sulfur, Li2S opens the opportunity to 

implement alternative anodes such as silicon or graphite instead of hardly controllable lithium 

metal. However, its intrinsically low conductivity and the formation of soluble lithium 

polysulfide species during cell operation resulting in a poor cycling stability, especially in 

carbonate-based electrolytes. Herein, a reduced graphene oxide-wrapped Li2S particles 

(Li 2S@rGO) electrode is presented for improving the electrochemical performance of Li–S 

batteries in carbonate-based electrolytes. A hydrothermally prepared rGO-covered MoS2 

particles composite was fully lithiated and irreversible decomposed at 0.01 V vs. Li/Li + to in 

situ produce a Li2S@rGO composite with a high Li2S loading of ≈5 mg cm–2. Despite 

operating Li–S cells in a conventional carbonate‐based electrolyte, the resulting cathode 

exhibits high initial capacity (975 mAh gLi2S
–1 and 1401 mAh gS

–1 at 0.1 C), low degradation 

rate (0.18% per cycle after 200 cycles at 2 C) and excellent Coulombic efficiency (≈99.5%). 

This work provides a simple strategy to fabricate practical high-loading Li2S cathodes for 

high-performance Li–S batteries “free” of polysulfide shuttle phenomenon. 
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1. Introduction  

Lithium–sulfur (Li–S) batteries have received significant attention in the last decade because 

of their overwhelming theoretical energy density of 2.6 kWh kg–1—around one order higher 

than conventional lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries consisting of intercalation cathode 

compounds—at a practically low cost, making them the prime alternative for next-generation 

energy storage devices capable to satisfy upcoming market energy demands [1-3]. 

Unfortunately, the practical application of Li–S batteries is still delayed by the low sulfur 

(re)utilization and the fast capacity fading caused by the poor electrical/ionic conductivity of 

sulfur/lithium (di)sulfide (Li2S2/Li 2S, ρLi2S > 1012 Ωm, DLi ≈ 1015 cm2 s–1), the large volume 

changes of the active material during cycling and, principally, the so-called “shuttle effect” of 

lithium polysulfide (LiPS) intermediates. This undesired phenomenon involves the dissolution 

of long-chain polysulfides (Li2Sn, 8 ≥ n > 4) in commonly used aprotic electrolytes formed 

during cell discharge which, driven by concentration gradient and electric field forces, tend to 

migrate from the cathode to the anode. Once the soluble high-order LiPSs reach the metallic 

lithium anode, they are reduced to insulating Li2S2/Li 2S products to further form a passivation 

film on anode surface. Furthermore, the unreacted LiPS intermediates located in the anode 

side are re-oxidized during charging and diffuse back to the sulfur cathode. This phenomenon 

is mainly responsible for active material loss, high self-discharge, low Coulombic efficiency, 

fast capacity decay and, consequently, poor cycle stability [1, 4-6]. To address the above 

daunting and challenging issues, extensive work adopting different strategies has already been 

done including engineering design of novel nanostructured sulfur hosts [3, 7-9], development 

of specific electrolyte additives capable to interact with polar LiPS intermediates [10, 11], 

reconfiguration of Li–S cell setup by employing a conductive interlayer or hybrid separator 

coated with a functional layer [12-15] and protection of lithium anodes [16, 17]. Despite these 

exciting progresses, satisfying solutions that can manage shuttle effect suppression and 
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cycling stability requirements at high sulfur loadings is still a challenge for large-scale energy 

storage systems [18, 19]. Thus, a more versatile strategy is highly required. 

To meet on part of this strategy, we turn our attention to the chemistry behind the 

electrochemical reaction of Li and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). The layered transition 

metal dichalcogenide, MoS2, has been extensively studied as both intercalation (as cathode) 

and conversion (as anode) electrodes for primary and secondary lithium batteries, respectively 

[20, 21]. Previous research works described that MoS2 (2H-phase) reversibly reacts with one 

mole of Li+ ions to form LixMoS2 (1T-phase) via an intercalation reaction at a voltage of  ≈1.1 

V vs. Li/Li + (MoS2 + xLi + + xe– ↔ LixMoS2; 0 < x ≤ 1) [22]. At voltages <0.6 vs. Li/Li +, the 

electrochemical conversion of MoS2 to Li2S and metallic Mo occurs for reactions of more 

than one mole of Li per mole of MoS2
 [23]. Interestingly, a large initial discharging capacity 

above 1100 mAh g–1 is usually observed, which is a significantly high value considering that 

the theoretical capacity of MoS2 is 669 mAh g–1 for a complete conversion reaction (MoS2 + 

4Li+ + 4e– → 2Li2S + Mo). This over-capacity is generally attributed to the electrolyte 

degradation and the storage capacity resulting from the Li+ intercalation/insertion on defect 

sites of MoS2 or into carbon structures used as support/conductive additive [24, 25]. In 

addition, it is generally believed that the discharging product Li2S is reversibly converted to 

MoS2 in the subsequent charging process. However, experimental and theoretical studies [22, 

23, 26-28] have proven that after complete decomposition of MoS2 to Li2S (and Mo) the 

following charging/discharging cycles are governed by the chemistry of the Li2S/S redox 

couple (Mo + 2Li2S ↔ Mo + 2S + 4Li). Therefore, the reaction mechanism of the electrode 

acts like a sulfur electrode after the initial cycle, which mainly contributes to the specific 

capacity in the subsequent discharging/charging cycles (Scheme 1). 

On the other hand, two-dimensional graphene sheets, graphene oxide (GO) and reduced 

graphene oxide (rGO) have been widely used in various important applications such as 

electrochemical energy storage and conversion, catalysis, biomedicine, sensing, transistors 
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and optoelectrical devices due to their high mechanical strength, high surface area, great 

optical absorbance, and high thermal and electrical conductivity [29-33]. Furthermore, due to 

the large aspect ratio of the 2D GO sheets and the large number of functional groups on GO, 

the self-assembly interactions of GO during reduction and mutual restriction of mobility, e.g. 

during hydrothermal processes, the GO could result in slightly reduced graphene materials 

with three-dimensional (3D) architectures [34, 35]. 

 

Scheme 1. 

 

In this contribution, a reduced graphene oxide-wrapped Li2S particles (Li2S@rGO) composite 

material was formed by simple electrochemical conversion of MoS2 particles covered by few-

layered rGO and used as a Li2S cathode for Li–S batteries. The hydrothermally prepared rGO-

covered MoS2 particles composite was completely lithiated at low discharging voltages (i.e. 

0.01 V vs. Li/Li +) to in situ produce a Li2S@rGO composite with a high Li2S loading of ≈5 

mg cm–2. The resulting cathode tested in a conventional carbonate‐based electrolyte system 

exhibits high initial capacity (975 mAh gLi2S
–1 and 1401 mAh gS

–1 at 0.1 C), low degradation 

rate (0.18% per cycle after 200 cycles at 2 C) and notable Coulombic efficiency (≈99.5%). 

Such excellent electrochemical performance of the Li2S@rGO cathode is attributed to the 

unique architecture of the resulting Li2S@rGO composite which facilitates the fast diffusion 

of ions/electrons, boosts electrode kinetic, buffers volume changes during cycling and protects 

the active material from undesirable interactions with electrolytes. This work provides a 

simple strategy to fabricate practical highly loaded Li2S cathodes for high-performance Li–S 

batteries in the absence of the shuttle phenomenon. 

 

2. Experimental section 
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2.1 Graphene oxide synthesis. Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized through a modified 

Marcano's method by oxidation of pure natural graphite powder [36]. Briefly, a mixture of 

concentrated H2SO4 (Cicarelli, 95–98 vol.%) and H3PO4 (Cicarelli, 85 vol.%) (9:1 v/v) was 

added dropwise to a stirred mixture of KMnO4 (Cicarelli) and graphite flakes (Aldrich) (6:1 

p/p) at a temperature of 20 °C. The resulting mixture was maintained at 20 °C under stirring 

for 96 h. Then, the mixture was slowly added to a beaker containing a frozen solution of H2O2 

(Cicarelli, 30 vol.%) to deactivate the reaction. The final yellow dispersion was first purified 

by successive decantation of the graphite oxide. After the precipitation, the supernatant was 

discarded and the precipitated solid was re-suspended in deionized water (1 L). This process 

was repeated 3–4 times more. Then, the purification was continued by six consecutive 

centrifugation steps (6000 rpm, 30 min) and finally, the remaining solid was re-suspended in 

deionized water and dialyzed against deionized water until the conductivity of the dialysate 

was lower than 5 µS cm–1. The obtained GO dispersion was concentrated to 3.8 mg ml–1 and 

stored in darkness at 5°C. 

2.2 rGO and MoS2@rGO composite preparation. The rGO was obtained by a 

hydrothermal treatment of a GO aqueous dispersion. First, 20 mL of the concentrated GO 

dispersion (3.8 mg ml–1) was diluted to a final volume of 38 mL with deionized water (Fig. 

S1a). Then, the diluted dispersion was transferred into a PTFE autoclave (Parr Instrument 

Company mod. 4744), and hydrothermally treated at 180 °C for 6 h. The obtained hydrogel 

was washed several times with deionized water. Finally, the hydrogel was freeze-dried for 48 

h to obtain a partially reduced GO aqueous aerogel. 

The MoS2@rGO composite was synthesized following a similar procedure. First, MoS2 

particles (Sigma-Aldrich, 99 wt.%; 187 mg) were dispersed in deionized water (7.5 mL). This 

dispersion was added dropwise under vigorous stirring to a concentrated GO solution (21 mL, 

containing approximately 80 mg of GO) followed by the addition of deionized water (11.5 

mL) (Fig. S1b). The resulting mixture was stirred for 12 h and further heated at 180 °C for 6 h 
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in an autoclave (Fig. S1c). The obtained monolithic partially reduced GO-wrapped MoS2 was 

washed several times with deionized water and freeze-dried for 48 h (Fig. S1d). Finally, the 

partially reduced GO and the partially reduced GO-wrapped MoS2 samples were placed into a 

horizontal quartz tube and heated at 900 ºC for 30 min under argon flow to obtain the rGO 

and the MoS2@rGO composite. 

2.3 Characterization. The morphology and structure of the few-layered rGO and the 

MoS2@rGO composite materials were analyzed using a Zeiss Leo Gemini 1530 scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) and a FEI Tecnai F30 transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

equipped with a field emission gun (FEG) working at 300 kV. Energy-dispersive X-ray 

(EDXS) measurements were conducted with a Bruker detector (XFlash 6) attached to the 

SEM. Nitrogen physisorption experiments and the respectively data analysis were performed 

using a Quantachrome Quadrasorb SI instrument and a Quantachrome Quadrawin 5.05 

software. The samples were degassed under dynamic vacuum at 150 ºC for 24 h prior to 

measurement. Specific surface area and pore size distribution were calculated using the multi-

point Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and the Quenched Solid Density Functional Theory 

(QSDFT) methods, respectively. The total pore volume was determined at a relative pressure 

of 0.97. X-ray power diffraction (XRD) measurements were conducted with a STOE Stadi P 

diffractometer with a curved Ge(111) crystal monochromator and a 6°-position sensitive 

detector. Before these measurements, the MoS2@rGO sample was fixed with collodion glue 

onto an acetate foil. Diffraction patterns were recorded in the range of 10° ≤ 2θ ≤ 80˚ with a 

step size of ∆2θ = 0.02° in transmission geometry with Cu Kα1 radiation. For post mortem 

XRD analysis, the cells containing the MoS2@rGO electrode were cycled in a voltage range 

of 0.01–3.0 V vs. Li/Li + at a current rate of 117 mA g–1 and disassembled at a discharging 

voltage of 0.01 V and a charging voltage of 3.0 V inside an Argon-filled glove box. 

Afterwards, each electrode was washed three times with dimethyl carbonate and dried under 

vacuum at room temperature. Finally, the dried samples were pressed between two Kapton 
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tapes under argon atmosphere to prevent contact with air during the XRD measurement. The 

MoS2 content in the MoS2@rGO composite was determined by thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) after combustion in synthetic air at 700 °C (10 °C min–1 heating rate) using a Netzsch 

Jupiter STA 449C. 

2.4 Li2S@rGO cathode preparation and electrochemical tests. Coin cells (CR2025) were 

assembled in an Argon-filled glove box (H2O < 1 ppm, O2 < 0.1 ppm). Glass fiber membranes 

(Whatman) were used as separator. Lithium metal foil (Chempur, 250 µm thick, 13 mm 

diameter) was used as both reference and counter electrode; thus, all electrode voltages are 

referred to the Li/Li+ reference electrode. The conventional carbonate-based electrolyte used 

consisted of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate (EC/DMC; 1:1 v/v, 100 µL) 

(LP30 Selectilyte, BASF). 

For the preparation of the Li2S@rGO cathode, a slurry of MoS2@rGO composite (95 wt.%) 

and polyacrylic acid (5 wt.%, Sigma-Aldrich, Mv ≈450000) was prepared in ethanol under 

ambient conditions by shaker-milling for 30 min. Then the ethanol-based slurry was drop-

coated onto copper foams with a diameter size of 12 mm and dried at 100 ºC for 20 h. The 

mass loading on each electrode was determined by a micro-balance (Mettler Toledo XSE) and 

the initial MoS2@rGO loading accounts to 8.7–10.3 mg cm–2. This value corresponds to a 

Li 2S loading of around 4.3–5.1 mg cm–2 and a Li2S content of 46.5 wt.%, considering 

complete decomposition of MoS2 after lithiation. 

A BaSyTec Cell Test System (CTS) was used for galvanostatic discharge/charge cycling in 

the voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V at 25 °C (half-cell). Cyclic voltammograms (CV) and 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out using a VMP3 

potentiostat (Bio-logic). EIS measurements were performed in the frequency range of 300 

KHz–10 mHz using an AC voltage amplitude of 10 mV at 3.0 V closed to the open-circuit 

voltage. As preconditioning step before cycling performance tests, the cells were pre-cycled 

once in the range of 0.01–3.0 V at a current rate of 117 mA g–1 to form the active Li2S 
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material. The calculation of specific discharge capacities are based on both the mass of Li2S 

(1 C = 1166 mA g–1) and the equivalent mass of sulfur (1 C = 1675 mA g–1). 

 

3. Results and discussion 

The morphologies of the prepared samples were observed by SEM and TEM at progressive 

magnifications as shown in Fig. 1. The rGO shown the typical disordered 3D porous network 

structure obtained from the hydrothermal treated highly concentrated GO aqueous dispersions 

(Fig. 1a) [37]. The high magnification SEM image (Fig. 1b) illustrates a porous structure with 

walls consisting of thin layers of stacked rGO sheets. Despite the number of rGO layers which 

compose the walls cannot be quantified, the piling of one to few layers of rGO is observed by 

TEM (Fig. 1c). Previous studies realized on composites produced by hydrothermal co-

assembly of rGO and MoS2 have demonstrated that the MoS2:rGO ratio in the initial mixture 

is an important variable, determining the morphology and microstructure of the final assembly 

[38-40]. As shown in Fig. 1d, despite of the low content of GO, the hydrothermal synthesized 

heterostructure of MoS2@rGO also form a self-assembled porous structure. Evidently, the 

presence of a high content of MoS2 (86.9 wt.%; Fig. S2) in the composite does not prevent the 

interaction between the graphene nanosheets to produce physical crosslinks that finally yield 

the porous hydrogel. High-loading levels of MoS2 without loss of the 3D network after the 

hydrothermal treatment are possible only if there is a strong interaction between MoS2 

particles and the GO surface [39]. The interaction of the MoS2 with oxygen functional groups 

of GO seems to avoid its segregation and restacking. In fact, high resolution images obtained 

by SEM (Fig. 1e) and TEM (Fig. 1f) reveal a microstructure arranged by MoS2 nanostructures 

well distributed through the carbon matrix. The multiple hexagonal spot pattern in the 

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) corresponding to the HRTEM image in Fig. 1f 

indicates the crystalline nature of both components, the AB stacking of rGO and MoS2 

nanosheets (space group P63/mmc [41]). The element distribution obtained using energy-
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dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) demonstrates the coexistence of C, Mo and S, 

verifying the formation of a hybrid structure where the MoS2 particles are homogeneously 

distributed on the carbon architecture (Fig. 1g). 

 

Fig. 1. 

 

The physical properties of both pristine rGO and the MoS2@rGO composite were 

investigated by nitrogen physisorption experiments (Fig. 2). Fig. 2a shows the nitrogen 

physisorption isotherm of rGO which exhibit the major nitrogen adsorption at relative 

pressures p/p0 < 0.05 with a further steady N2 uptake at higher relative pressures. This curve 

shape corresponds to a combination of type I and type IV isotherms, implying the presence of 

micropores and mesopores in the material [42]. Furthermore, desorption branch shows a small 

H3-type hysteresis loop, characteristic of aggregates of platy particles giving rise to split-like 

pores [42]. This result suggests that the split-shaped pores were mainly formed through the 

aggregation of rGO layers stacked on each other and is in good agreement with the 

morphology observed previously (Fig. 1a). The specific surface area calculated according to 

the BET method and the total pore volume on basis of the BJH model of rGO are determined 

to 608 m2 g–1 and 1.41 cm3 g–1, respectively. Additionally, the pore size distribution 

calculated by the QSDFT equilibrium model shows two sharp maxima situated at ≈0.95 and 

≈2.69 nm and one broad maximum located at ≈24.4 nm (Fig. 2b), indicating the presence of 

narrow micro- and mesopores as well as an incipient large mesoporosity contributing to pore 

structure of rGO. Similar to rGO, the MoS2@rGO composite also exhibits a combined type I 

and type IV isotherms with a H3-type hysteresis loop. However, the composite shows an 

important decrease in both specific surface area and pore volume (66 m2 g–1 and 0.22 cm3 g–1, 

respectively), probably due to the low amount of lightweight carbon material in the composite 

(13.1 wt.% of rGO, Fig. S2) and therewith most of the accessible surface is covered and the 
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pore system is filled with MoS2. Fig. 2b also reveals a pore size shift in the composite 

structure from 0.95 nm to 1.65 nm, to finally form large pores between 1.4 and 4.6 nm. Note 

that the accessible surface area and mesoporosity remaining in the MoS2@rGO composite 

could facilitate the Li+ ion/electron transfer processes and also buffer the occurring volume 

changes during intercalation/conversion of MoS2, thus preventing the degradation of the 

cathode structure. 

The electrochemical properties of the MoS2 electrode at different discharging cutoff voltages 

were investigated by galvanostatic discharging/charging voltage profiles at a current density 

of 117 mA g–1. We focused on the comparison of the electrochemical behavior of the 

composite in a voltage window between 0.8 and 3.0 V without and with a previous 

discharging cutoff voltage step reaching 0.01 V for preconditioning to form Li2S. Fig. 3a 

displays the representative discharging/charging (lithiation/delithiation) voltage curves of the 

MoS2@rGO composite between 0.8 and 3.0 V corresponding to the initial and second cycle. 

The initial discharging process shows a large voltage plateau positioned at 1.13 V which 

corresponds to the intercalation of Li cations into the MoS2 structure to further form a 

Li xMoS2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) [43]. In the subsequent discharging process a different electrochemical 

response with multiple short plateaus is observed, indicating a multistep lithiation mechanism. 

The difference of the electrochemical behavior between the initial and second discharging 

process are explained by the induced crystal structure transition from the stable hexagonal 2H 

phase of MoS2 to the metastable octahedral 1T phase of the distorted LixMoS2 [44]. 

Additionally, the initial and second cycle charging curves show two main charging plateaus at 

≈2.0 V and ≈2.6 V, which again describe multistep reaction process but here for the 

delithiation route [45]. Fig. 3b represents the first and second discharging/charging cycle 

profiles of the MoS2@rGO composite performed between 0.01 and 3.0 V and between 0.8 

and 3.0 V, respectively. For a completed lithiation process to a discharging cutoff voltage of 

0.01 V, the first discharging curve exhibits two main reductions plateaus located at ≈1.1 and 
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≈0.6 V. As discussed above, the discharging plateau at higher voltage is associated to the 

intercalation/structure transformation of the MoS2, while the large discharging plateau at 

lower voltage is attributed to the conversion reaction of LixMoS2 to Li2S and metallic Mo [27, 

28, 43]. Below 0.8 V the organic parts of electrolyte start to decompose, resulting in the 

formation of the well-known solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer. This stable polymeric 

gel-like SEI matrix, permeable to Li+ ions, further serves as a crucial protecting layer against 

the loss of sulfur active material [27, 28]. The succeeding second discharging curve, now with 

a discharging cutoff voltage of 0.8 V, displays two discharging plateaus at ≈2.0 and ≈1.2 V. 

This second discharging voltage profile (Fig. S3) is significantly different to that one shown 

in Fig. 3a, indicating a differing lithiation/reduction mechanism. The shift of the discharging 

plateau to a higher voltage of ≈2.0 V corresponds to the conversion of sulfur to Li2S and the 

lower plateau at ≈1.2 V is apparently associated with the Li adsorption on metallic Mo surface 

[23, 38, 46], but this latter interpretation is still controversially discussed in literature. A 

similar study using a cyclic voltammetry technique also demonstrates the formation of Li2S at 

a low discharging voltage of ≤ 0.6 V as shown in Fig. S4. During the initial and second 

charging processes, a dominant voltage plateau at ≈2.2 V is identified, which is related to the 

oxidation reaction of Li2S to amorphous sulfur [47, 48]. Additionally, metallic Mo is 

uninvolved in the following charging/discharging reactions after it is formed but may affect 

the conductivity of the electrode composite [28]. 

 

Fig. 3.  

 

To further support the electrochemical response to the structural changes of the MoS2 under 

the lithiation/delithiation process, ex situ XRD investigations were performed at a depth of 

discharge of 0.01 V and a state of charge of 3.0 V (Fig. 4). The fresh MoS2@rGO cathode 

shows the distinctive reflections of the MoS2 corresponding to a hexagonal structure type 
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(space group P63/mmc). After the cathode is discharged to 0.01 V, the characteristic 

reflections of MoS2 fully disappear to result in the appearance of the typical reflection 

patterns of Li2S at 26.9º, 31.0º, 44.6º, 52.9º and 72.2º. Also, a broad reflection situated around 

40º is observed, which is characteristic for metallic Mo [49]. When charging the cathode to 

3.0 V, no diffraction feature associated to MoS2 is detected. Instead, the broad reflection at 

40º still remains and no further reflections are observed, indicating an amorphous nature of 

the charging products, most probably small clusters of metallic Mo and amorphous sulfur [23, 

27, 28]. Even monoclinic β-S8, which can be re-formed during charging [50, 51], does not 

arrange in a long-range ordered state. These results clearly demonstrate that an active 

Li 2S@rGO composite is formed after complete conversion of MoS2 covered by rGO and that 

the reaction mechanism of the electrode behaves like a sulfur electrode in following cycles. It 

is worth mentioning that lithium intercalation into and de-intercalation out of the few-layered 

rGO occurs mainly in a range of 0.01 to 0.3 V (Fig. S4b). However, the rGO is not 

electrochemically affected upon cycling (Fig. S4d). 

 

Fig. 4.  

  

MoS2-nanostructured carbon composites used as anode material for Li-ion batteries 

demonstrated good cycling performance during initial 50 cycles when they are tested in a 

voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V. However, most of the MoS2-based electrodes contain low MoS2 

contents (< 70 wt.%) and/or low MoS2 loadings (< 2.0 mg cm–1) which is detrimental for 

practical applications (see Table S1), since a high carbon content lessens the specific energy 

density of the electrode. Besides this, a lower active material loading gain better performance 

of the electrode. In fact, our MoS2@rGO composite electrode allows a high MoS2 loading of 

≈8.3 mg cm–1 cycled between 0.01 and 3.0 V and showed a high initial capacity but a poor 

capacity retention which is in accordance with previous works (Fig. S5) [22, 27, 28]. The fast 
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capacity fading is explained by the prompt electrolyte depletion under overdischarging 

voltages, which increases the cell resistance [27]. This negative effect is easily controlled by 

limiting the voltage window between 0.8 and 3.0 V in order to stabilize the electrode reactions 

[22, 27]. Considering the aforementioned features, first we electrochemically form the 

Li 2S@rGO composite through a complete conversion of the MoS2@rGO composite after one 

discharging/charging cycle between 0.01 and 3.0 V (henceforth denoted as activation cycle) 

and then the electrochemical performance of the Li2S@rGO composite within a voltage range 

of 0.8–3.0 V was studied (Fig. 5). As a control cell, a cathode prepared from a mixture of 

MoS2 particles and rGO (denoted MoS2/rGO mixture) with similar MoS2 content/loading was 

used. Fig. 5a shows that both Li2S@rGO composite and Li2S/rGO mixture cathodes deliver 

similar high initial capacities of 975 mAh gLi2S
–1 (1401 mAh gS

–1) and 956 mAh gLi2S
–1 (1373 

mAh gS
–1), respectively. After 50 cycles, the Li2S@rGO composite cathode exhibits a 

capacity of 606 mAh gLi2S
–1 (870 mAh gS

–1) and a notable Coulombic efficiency (CE) of 

99.8%. In contrast, the Li2S/rGO mixture cathode is able to maintain its capacity during the 

first 20 cycles, but after the 30th cycle the capacity tends to decay faster than for the 

Li 2S@rGO composite reaching a specific capacity of 448 mAh gLi2S
–1 (644 mAh gS

–1). In 

addition, the Li2S/rGO cathode reveals a CE of 104.5%, which is a good indication for side 

reactions, i.e. decoupling of formed Li2S particles from the rGO matrix and/or electrolyte 

depletion. The Li2S@rGO composite also showed improved rate performance. When 

gradually increasing the current rate from 0.05 to 2 C, the capacity at each rate remained 

stable, keeping a reversible capacity of 402 mAh gLi2S
–1 (577 mAh gS

–1) at 2 C (Fig. 5b). On 

the other hand, the Li2S/rGO mixture barely reaches a capacity of 230 mAh gLi2S
–1 (330 mAh 

gS
–1) at 2 C, highlighting its inability to retain a proper capacity at high current rates due to 

slow kinetic processes. In general, the insulating nature of sulfur and Li2S limits the electron 

transport in the cathode composite and leads to low active material utilization. Thus, cathodes 

with high Li2S content and high Li2S loading are detrimental for full active material 
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utilization. It seems that this behavior is stressed at high current rates since not all of the 

active material is converted during cycling after the current density returned from 2C to 0.1C 

(cycle 61 of Fig. 5b). However, the Li2S@rGO composite shows a higher reversibility in 

capacity at these operation conditions compared with the MoS2/rGO mixture, indicating 

superior electrical and ionic pathways in the composite. Nonetheless, both cathodes show 

good capacity recovery when the current rate returns from 2 to 0.1 C. In an extended cycling 

test at 2 C, the Li2S@rGO composite exhibits an initial capacity of 539 mAh gLi2S
–1 (774 mAh 

gS
–1), a low degradation rate of 0.18% per cycle (from 2nd cycle) and a remarkable CE of 

99.8% after 200 cycles, while the cycling performance of the Li2S/rGO mixture again lacks in 

retaining a good reversible capacity at relative high current rate during long cycling tests (Fig. 

5c). One reason is found in the formation of LiPS anions in solution which are highly reactive 

with carbonate solvents and lead to a sudden cell failure [52, 53]. However, the good 

reversibility of Li2S@rGO composite cathode in a carbonate-based electrolyte—as the most 

commonly used electrolyte in Li-ion batteries—reveals the lack of “free” LiPSs in the 

solution and thus the absence of the “shuttle” phenomenon. The confinement of LiPS 

intermediates in the composite framework could be explained by the anchoring of LiPS 

species onto Mo particles via Lewis acid-base interactions [26, 54, 55], which are 

simultaneously embedded into a protecting gel-like polymeric matrix resulting from 

electrochemically driven electrolyte degradation during activation cycle [26, 27]. To better 

understand why the Li2S@rGO composite exhibits superior electrochemical performance 

compared to the Li2S/rGO mixture electrode, EIS measurements were performed after the first 

and 50th cycle at 2 C. As shown in Fig. 5d, the impedance spectra of the cycled cells are 

composed of two partially overlapping semicircles in the high-to-medium frequency region 

and a straight slopping line in the low frequency region. The diameter of the semicircles at 

high-to-medium frequencies is associated to the resistance of the SEI formed on the electrode 

surface. The charge transfer resistances of the cathodes for the first and the 50th cycle are 
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52% and 85% smaller for the Li2S@rGO composite than that of the Li2S/rGO mixture, 

indicating faster charge transfer kinetics and better conservation of the SEI film for the 

composite. This prompt charge transfer capability improves the rate performance of the 

Li 2S@rGO cathode composite. These results also highlight the benefits of the synergetic 

effect between the MoS2 particles and the rGO substrate in the MoS2@rGO composite to 

obtain a stable and highly loaded cathode. Compared with recently reported MoS2/carbon- 

and Li2S/carbon-based electrodes, our simple cathode composite demonstrates an excellent 

electrochemical performance despite of using an electrode with initial high MoS2 content 

(82.5 wt.%) and ultrahigh MoS2 loading (8.29 mg cm–2) even in the presence of a carbonate-

based electrolyte which is normally an impassable path for sulfur-based batteries (Table S1). 

On the basis of the above-described results, the superior cycling performance of the 

Li 2S@rGO composite cathode is owed to the synergistic effect between the formed Li2S 

particles and the few-layered rGO. The resulting composite with a 3D porous architecture and 

excellent electrical conductivity facilitates the diffusion of ions/electrons through the 

electrode network and boosts electrode kinetics, enabling excellent rate capability and 

enhanced cycling stability. 

 

Fig. 5. 

  

4. Conclusions 

Throughout this work, we have proposed a rational and simple strategy to prepare Li2S@rGO 

cathodes with high active material loadings for Li–S batteries fully operable in carbonate-

based electrolytes due to the absence of the “shuttle effect”, atypical for sulfur batteries. This 

strategy relies in the complete lithiation and irreversible electrochemical decomposition of 

MoS2 particles covered by few-layered rGO in situ to form both metallic Mo and Li2S 

nanoparticles embedded into a 3D porous rGO/polymeric gel-like SEI matrix. Remarkable, 
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the resulting Li2S seems to be in intimate contact with the rGO network due to the lack of 

soluble LiPS intermediates, allowing the operation of Li–S cells in a conventional carbonate-

based electrolyte. By limiting the voltage windows between 0.8 and 3.0 V to avoid side 

reactions, the Li2S@rGO cathode containing Li2S loadings of ≈5 mg cm–2 can provide a high 

reversible capacity, excellent cycling stability and good rate capability. Given its notable 

capacity advantage over traditional Li2S/carbon composite cathodes, our MoS2-derived 

Li 2S@rGO cathode appeals for high energy density Li–S batteries, and further indicates a 

simple yet inspiring method for developing high-performance Li2S-, Na2S-, Li2Se-based 

electrodes for energy storage device applications. 
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Caption for Scheme and Figures 

 

Scheme 1. Simplified illustration of the electrochemical reaction mechanism of MoS2 under 

different states of discharge (lithiation)/charge (delithiation). 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Low and (b) high magnification SEM and, (c) TEM images of the rGO. (d) Low and 

(e) high magnification SEM and, (f) TEM with the corresponding SAED patterns (inset) images 

of the MoS2@rGO. (g) SEM second electron image and the corresponding EDXS elemental 

mapping on the scanned area for C, Mo and S; scale bar lengths represent 1 µm. All images 

shown for rGO and MoS2@rGO are acquired after a pretreatment heating at 900 ºC for 30 min. 

under argon atmosphere. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Nitrogen sorption isotherms and (b) the corresponding pore size distributions of 

pristine rGO and the MoS2@rGO composite.  

 

Fig. 3. Galvanostatic discharging/charging voltage profile recorded at a current rate of 177 mA 

g–1 within a potential range of (a) 0.8 V ≤ U ≤ 3.0 V and (b) 0.01 V ≤ U ≤ 3.0 V and 0.8 V ≤ U ≤ 

3.0 V for the first and second cycle, respectively. 

 

Fig. 4. Ex situ XRD patterns of the fresh MoS2@rGO cathode, the cathode discharged to 0.01 V 

and the cathode charged to 3.0 V. The Kapton tape pattern and the Bragg positions of MoS2 

(P63/mmc), Li2S (Fm-3m) and Mo (Im-3m) are used as references.  
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Fig. 5. (a) Cycling performance at a current rate of 0.1 C, (b) rate performance, (c) long-term 

cycling performance at a current rate of 2 C and (d) Nyquist plots of the first and 50th cycle for 

the half-cells with Li2S@rGO composite and Li2S/rGO mixture cathodes cycled at 2 C. All the 

cells were tested between 0.8 and 3.0 V after activation. 
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